Abstract:
Pervasive sensing can enhance our understanding of the world around us and enables a wide range of context-aware applications. Applications that rely on such data should be provided with an understanding of the quality of information acquired from remote sensors. In the first part of my talk, I will describe our self-assessing query protocols, which report the fidelity achieved during distributed execution over a wireless sensor network. In the second part of my talk, I will describe how the vast mobile sensor network of people with smartphones can be used to collect, analyze, and share data about the surrounding environment and human experiences at an unprecedented scale, without requiring the purchase of specialized sensors or the installation, administration, and maintenance of a wireless sensor network infrastructure. This introduction of humans into the pervasive sensing loop brings new research challenges. I will address the issues of characterizing the quality of information received from people in crowdsensing campaigns and motivating users to contribute data that meets quality of information requirements.
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